
Leilong the Library Bus
9781776573318 

HB £11.99 Gecko Press
Chloe’s pick

Carnival of the Animals
9791039502917   

HB £20.00 Auzou
Sheila’s pick

Bear and Her Book 
9781912979608 
PB £7.99 UCLan

A pick for Louise and Tanya

Louise’s pick
‘An ode to the magic 
of books, friendship 
and adventure. 
Frances Tosdevin’s 
text is spare and 
thoughtful, and Sophia 
O’Connor’s simple but 
elegant illustrations 
complement this 
perfectly.’

Pinkie and Boo!
9781916205413 

PB £6.99 Little Door
Robert’s pick

Loud!
9781912650569

HB £12.99 Scallywag

Michaela’s pick
‘Approaching an important 
topic with sensitivity and 
humour, this picture book is 
about a child who is initially 
frustrated trying to fit in 
with school life. However, 
with the support of a calm 
teacher, Abigail comes to 
feel like she can contribute 
and enjoy the lesson. I 
grinned with happiness at 
the end seeing Abigail so 
happy and proud of herself.’

Omar, the Bees and Me
9781913339067

PB £7.99 Owlet Press

Julie’s pick
‘A joyful 
celebration of 
how we can 
work together 
to protect our 
bee population. 
Featuring some 
lovely quiet 
inclusivity along 
the way.’

Creature
9781838740412
HB £12.99 Flying Eye

Valentina’s pick
‘A beautiful and lyrical picture 
book about a day in the life of a 
space-loving cat. The text is very 
meditative and the illustrations 
are out of this world.’

The Planet in a Pickle Jar
9781838740184  HB £12.99 Flying Eye

Sarah Wright’s pick
‘I loved this book the moment I saw it. 
Grannies, knitting and pickling all with a 
message of saving the planet and preserving 
and remembering what you love. The 
beautiful, detailed illustrations reveal 
something new every time you look at them.’

Bounce Books of the Year

Penguin’s Party Problems
9781849767644

HB £11.99 Tate

Beth’s pick
‘This joyful picture book follows a penguin 
who gets himself in a pickle trying to please 
everyone! It’s Baby Penguin’s birthday and 
Papa Penguin is determined to throw him 
the best birthday party ever! But it turns out 
his friends are a little finickity when it comes 
to food…. With  fussy fruit-erians, exacting 
ant-eaters and choosy carnivores to cater 
for, what on earth will Penguin feed them?! 
Crammed to the gills with Alice Horn’s vibrant 
and sprawling illustrations, this book is heaps 
of fun, and an excellent present for your host 
this Christmas.’

Once Upon a Tune
9781913074036

HB £16.99 Otter-Barry
CJ’s pick

Storm in a Jar
9781913339111
PB £7.99 Owlet

Sarah Goodliffe’s pick

A selection of some of our favourite titles this year, picked by the Bounce team



You Can!
9781913074609

HB £12.99 Otter-Barry

Sarah Goodliffe’s pick
‘The most inclusive book I have ever 
seen. Created for kids, by kids which 
really shows in the level of detail and care 
that has gone into every element of this 
book. A joyous book that should be on 
every shelf!’

Julie’s pick
‘This is a book that should be in every 
home and every school. Created with 
the input of 14 real children, it offers a 
wonderfully inclusive portrait as they 
grow up, follow their dreams and support 
one another. Inspirational for children 
and adults alike.’

Shoo!
9781782693154 

HB £12.99 Pushkin
Sheila’s pick

The Cat and the Devil 
9781912417919  

HB £13.99 Little Island
Steve’s pick

Nen and the Lonely Fisherman
9781913339098

PB £7.99 Owet Press
A pick for Sarah Goodliffe and Lee

Lee’s pick
‘Nen and the Lonely 
Fisherman – This 
was an instant hit 
with booksellers, 
a sensitive story 
beautifully told and 
illustrated..’

Bandoola
9781838740238 

HB £15.99 Flying Eye
A pick for Sheila, 

Emma and Robert

Beetles for Breakfast
9781838740221

HB £14.99 Flying Eye

Graham’s pick
‘I really enjoyed 
this book as it is 
both funny and 
educational. It is very 
topical and should 
appeal to both 
children and adults 
who have an interest 
in conservation and 
the environment.’

The Mouse Before 
Christmas

9781503762732
PB £7.99 Sunbird Books

Sarah Bunce’s pick
‘A magical retelling of 
a classic fairy tale, that 
incorporates some cute 
little animals hiding 
within a house and 
having to save their own, 
very mousey, Christmas!’

The Christmas 
Department Store

9781801040112
HB £11.99 Little Tiger

Julie’s pick
‘This beautifully illustrated 
Christmas story shows 
that you don’t need to 
have lots of money to 
spend on expensive gifts 
for the ones you love - the 
best presents will always 
be those conjured up by 
your imagination, along 
with enjoying the company 
of your family.’ 50 Things to Try in 

Winter
9781912909926 
PB £6.99 B Small

Robert’s pick

No One is Angry Today
9781776573455 

HB £12.99 Gecko Press
Emma’s pick

A Cat Called Waverley
9781913074630 

HB £12.99 Otter-Barry

Sarah Wright’s pick
‘This book is dedicated to 
Darren Greenfield who was 
a homeless war veteran who 
used to sit on Waverley steps 
in Edinburgh. Having lived in 
Edinburgh for 30 years I must 
have walked past him without 
even giving him a 2nd thought. 
This book has made me realise 
that homeless people have a 
story, a history and family. A 
book with real compassion and 
humanity …something we should 
be thinking about at Christmas.’

A Mother Is a House
9781776573233

HB £11.99 Gecko Press

Louise’s pick
‘The perfect gift 
for new mothers. 
An exploration of 
the first year of a 
baby’s life, told 
in gentle verse 
and beautifully 
accompanied by 
Petite’s illustrations. 
A tearjerker.’



Dulcinea in the 
Forbidden Forest
9781776573950 

HB £11.99 Gecko Press
Emma’s pick

Factopia
9781912920709

HB £9.99 What On Earth
Sarah Goodliffe’s pick

The Story of Afro Hair
978-0702307416

HB £9.99 Scholastic
Sarah Goodliffe’s pick

Omari McQueen’s Best 
Bites Cookbook

9780702305269
HB £12.99 Scholastic

Sarah Goodliffe’s pick

In Her Element
9781838323592 
HB £12.99Pop Up

Robert’s pick

Empress & Aniya
9781913311100 

PB £7.99 Knights Of
Chloe’s pick

Blossom
9781800900233

PB £6.99 Barrington 
Stoke

Valentina’s pick
‘Blossom’s story is full of 
the protagonist’s love 
for plants and flowers 
– and her sidekick, 
Tutu the Aloe plant is 
just a joy. Perfect for 
early readers, the black 
and white illustrations 
complement the 
storytelling with lots 
of amazing foliage. 
Plus, finally a female 
protagonist with 
glasses!’

Rampaging Rugby
9781913102609
PB £6.99 Firefly

Graham’s pick
‘A great read 
for young fans 
of rugby. This 
book is packed 
full of players 
tips, rugby facts 
and information, 
which makes for a 
fascinating read.’

Show Us Who You Are
9781913311131

PB £6.99 Knights Of

Kathleen’s pick
‘Hugely thought-
provoking, moving, 
pacy and full of 
twists and turns. I 
loved Elle McNicoll’s 
multi-award winning 
debut novel, A Kind 
of Spark, but this has 
taken her writing to 
another level.’

The Weather Weaver
9781912979455
PB £7.99 UCLan

Michaela’s pick
‘This is a truly magical 
adventure about a young 
girl called Stella who 
discovers that she can 
control weather! This book 
makes you look at some 
well-known weather idioms 
in a completely new light. 
I love the strong emphasis 
on the power of emotions…
plus Nimbus, the little 
cloud, is utterly adorable!’

How to Be Brave
9781782693253
PB £7.99 Pushkin

Michaela’s pick
‘This is a fun boarding 
school middle-grade 
packed full of whimsy 
and food references! 
Featuring ducks, a big 
dollop of friendship, and, 
of course, a nun on a 
helicopter. What is not 
to love?!  Plus, there are 
some amazing footnotes 
that you shouldn’t skim 
over!’

The Climbers 
9781781129999 

PB £7.99 Barrington Stoke
Steve’s pick

By Ash, Oak and Thorn
9781913322120

PB £7.99 Chicken House

Michaela’s pick
‘This is a delightful story 
about how we should 
all care for our natural 
surroundings. I found the 
Hidden Folk so charming; 
you can’t help but fall in 
love with them and their 
bickering! Such a warm and 
comforting read that had 
me craving a long walk in 
the great outdoors!’No Man’s Land

9781912979615
PB £7.99 UCLan

Graham’s pick
‘One of my favourite 
books of the year. I 
found the story both 
thought-provoking and 
cleverly written with very 
believable characters. 
This is a great piece 
of children’s fiction 
touching on topics such 
as friendship family and 
loss.’



Crater Lake: Evolution
9781913102647
PB £7.99 Firefly

Ghost Bird
9781910646809

PB £7.99 Old Barn
A pick for Sarah Good-

liffe, CJ

The False Rose
9781782693215

HB £16.99 Pushkin
A pick for Sarah Goodliffe, 

Kathleen, CJ and Robert

Striking Out
9780702306860

HB £12.99 Scholastic
Sarah Goodliffe’s pick

Sarah Goodliffe’s pick
‘A perfect sequel! 
Scare-yourself-silly, 
have-to-sleep-with-the-
light-on, never-trust-your-
parents-again middle 
grade horror. Paired with 
real life struggles about 
friendships and the move 
up to high school, every 
child should read this 
book! ’

Kathleen’s pick
‘A page-turning 
gangster story which 
takes us from Lisbon 
to Glasgow, via the 
South Seas and 
the Shetlands.  A 
beautifully written, 
atmospheric mystery. 
Epic storytelling!’

Kaleidoscope
9781338777246

HB £14.99 Scholastic

Louise’s pick
‘As always, Selznick combines 
a lyrical text and detailed 
pencil illustrations to create 
a beautiful work in his latest 
novel. An exploration of 
love, loss and story as if 
viewed through the titular 
kaleidoscope. Gorgeous.’

Grow
9781913102395
PB £7.99 Firefly

CJ’s pick

The Edelweiss Pirates 
9781782693093 
PB £7.99 Pushkin

Steve’s pick
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Cat Kit 2
9781338784855

HB £10.99 Scholastic
Jonathon’s (Tanya’s 

son) pick

Who Made that Smell? 
Shh...Don’t Tell! 
9780702307027 

PB £6.99 Scholastic
Alice’s (Tanya’s daughter) 

pick

My Cat Mermaid & Friends 
(Klutz Junior)

9781338702224 
BOX £14.99 Scholastic

Alice’s (Tanya’s daughter) 
pick


